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Minutes of the Radiation Research Society Annual Business Meeting 

Tuesday, August 30th, 2011 

Warsaw, Poland 

Carmen, 1:15 pm-2:45 pm 

I. Call to Order – Peter O’Neill 

II. Officer Reports 

A. President’s Report –Peter O’Neill 
B. Vice President’s Report – Jacky Williams  
C. Secretary Treasurer’s Report – Bruce Kimler
D. Vice President-Elect’s Report – Tom Hei 
E. Editor-in-Chief’s Report – Marc Mendonca 
F. SIT Report – Dana Greene-Schloesser 
G. Federal Agency Reports 
 DOE Report- Noelle Metting 
 NASA Report – Francis Cucinotta 
 NCI Report- Eric Bernhard 
 NIAID Report- Bert Maidment 

A. President’s Report (A file of the slides presented is available under Business 
Meeting Reports.)

 Introduction of New officers 
Peter O’Neill introduced the new RRS officers. The newly elected officers are 
Francis Cucinotta, Vice-President Elect; Lynn Harrison, Councilor-Biology; 
Garry Buettner, Councilor-Chemistry; Martin Hauer-Jensen, Councilor-
Medicine; Sylvain Costes, Councilor-Physics; Douglas Spitz, Councilor at 
Large. Eleanor Blakely, succeeded to the office of Secretary-Treasurer; 

Retiring Officers/Councilors 
Peter named those Officers and Councilors who would be retiring. Retiring 
Officers/Councilors are Kathy Held, Past President; Bruce Kimler, Secretary-
Treasurer; Ed Azzam, Councilor at Large; Michael Dingfelder, Councilor- 
Physics; Silvia Formenti, Councilor-Medicine; Amy Kronenberg, Councilor-
Biology; John Zimbrick, Councilor-Chemistry. 

 Announcement of 2011 Award Recipients 
Peter announced the 2011 award recipients. Recipients included David 
Brenner for the Failla Award, Marjan Boerma for the Michael Fry Research 
Award, Alexandra Paun for the Marie Curie Award, Igor Shuryak for the 
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Editors’ Award, Iris Eke for the Jack Fowler Award, and Lisa Folkes for the 
NAR Award.  It was noted that two RRS members had also been honored by 
the IARR: Dudley Goodhead for the ICRU L.H. Gray Award, and Richard Hill 
for the IARR Kaplan Award. 

 Commemoration of Deceased Members 
A moment of silence was held for those RRS members who passed away 
during 2010-2011.

Announcement of 2012-2013 Meeting Venues 
Peter announced that the following two meeting sites had been approved by 
Council for the RRS Annual meetings in 2012 and 2013. 

September 30-October 3 2012 Rio Mar Beach Resort, Puerto Rico 
(Program chair VPE Tom Hei) 
September 15-18 2013 Hilton Riverside, New Orleans 
(Program chair Frank Cucinotta)

B. Vice-President’s Report (A file of the slides presented is available under 
Business Meeting Reports.)

Jacky Williams reported on the 2011 ICRR meeting program and thanked 
Veronica Haynes and the A-Meeting-by-Design team for their organization of 
the meeting. Jacky reported that as a result of a membership survey, RRS 
offered direct support to ICRR organizers in the amount of $150,000.  In 
return, RRS was responsible for its own members, underwriting membership 
registration which was offered at a reduced rate of $400 for early registration. 
A total of 347 members were in attendance at the 2011 ICRR, helping the 
Society to recoup a total of $114,000. 

C. Secretary-Treasurer’s Report (A file of the slides presented is available 
under Business Meeting Reports.) 

Bruce Kimler reported on 2011 membership numbers and the state of the 
Society’s finances and investments. Bruce stated that membership has been 
stable over the past three years and our annual operational costs ($1-1.5 
million) are predictable, reasonable, and sustainable. Assets of ~3X and 
reserves of ~2X the annual operating budget are a sufficient buffer against 
unanticipated circumstances and allow funding!of special costs such as 
transition of the Editor and support for ICRR.!

D. Vice President-Elect’s Report (A file of the slides presented is available 
under Business Meeting Reports.)

Tom Hei encouraged members to save the date of the 58th Annual Meeting of 
the Radiation Research Society to take place in San Juan Puerto Rico, 
September 30th through October 3rd. Tom reported on the tentative program 
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schedule for the 58th Annual Meeting as well as its themes in biology, 
chemistry, medicine, and physics and emphasis on interdisciplinary sessions 
and cross-talk among members of the four disciplines. Tom concluded his 
report with guidelines for the organization of meeting sessions and speaker 
invitations.

E. Editor’s Report (A file of the slides presented is available under Business 
Meeting Reports.)

Marc Mendonca reported on submission statistics and presented a 
comparison of the current year’s statistics with past years. In addition, Marc 
named the Senior and Associate editors for the 2012 Editorial Board and 
gave a special thanks to the Reviewers for the nearly 800 reviews they 
conducted. Marc thanked Martha Edington and Judy Fye for their 
contributions before going on to highlight special issues of Radiation
Research that included a celebration of Sara Rockwell and her years as 
Editor-in-Chief  as well as an issue on Till and McCulloch. Marc reported on 
the transition from a paper based editing format to a completely electronic 
PDF based editing system that has reduced both paper costs and FedEx 
costs considerably. Marc presented Dr. Igor Shuryak with the Editors’ Award 
for his paper titled: “The Balance Between Initiation and Promotion in 
Radiation-Induced Murine Carcinogenesis.”  The conclusion of Marc’s report 
addressed commentaries and meeting reports, in press papers, an increase 
in advertising revenues, and existing and new aggregations.   

F. SIT Report (A file of the slides presented is available under Business Meeting 
Reports.)

Dana Schloesser reported on the general activities of the SIT as well as on 
activities for SIT at the 2011ICRR. The SIT committee adopted the Radiation 
Research model for the appointment of officer positions within the SIT. Within 
this structure the Chair becomes the Past Chair with the Vice-Chair becomes 
the Chair. This allows continuity of thought and process. Dana named the 
new SIT Committee members and explained that they would continue with 
the development of SIT resources such as the monthly newsletter and 
discussion board. 
Dana presented the SIT Excellence in Mentoring Award to Albert Fornace. 

G. Federal Agency Reports

DOE Report- Noelle Metting 
NASA Report – Francis Cucinotta 
NCI Report- Eric Bernhard 
NIAID Report- Bert Maidment 
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III. Draft Constitutional Changes 

Bruce Kimler listed the proposed amendments to the Constitution and explained 

that these were sent to the membership for review. Bruce discussed the 

individual articles that were up for proposed amendment and those articles that 

have been added. A complete list of the proposed amendments is available on 

the Society website under the Governance tab/RRS Constitution. Bruce went on 

to address the issue of the rotation of disciplines in the RRS Presidency, stating 

that the issue would be managed in a two-step fashion.  The first step would 

address the central question of whether there should be an effort to rotate the 

presidency through disciplines. If the vote (by a 2/3 majority) was in favor of the 

concept of rotating the presidency, then a subsequent vote would be conducted 

on the mechanics and conditions of how that should be accomplished (still within 

the 8 week timeframe specified by the Constitution). This would offer options to 

go beyond the non-binding intent language (“strongly encouraged”) such that 

some form of rotation would be mandated and processes to achieve that would 

be provided. On the other hand, if the decision (again by a 2/3 vote) was to not 

rotate through the disciplines, then nothing further would be required. Finally, if 

neither option received a 2/3 vote of approval, then the Constitution would remain 

unchanged, with no specific requirement to rotate the presidency through 

disciplines.

IV. Transfer of Presidency

 The Failla gavel was transferred from Peter O’Neill to Jacky Williams. Jacky 
presented a plaque to Peter for his service as President of the Radiation Research 
Society.

V. New Business

  No new business items were discussed.

VI. Adjournment 

  The meeting adjourned at 2:45 pm. 


